
 This week’s Lancer Letter is the second in a series this month that will look at future 
issues and trends in education.  Last week we looked at how national demographics and local 
development will impact our student enrollment.  This week we will explore an educational 
focus coming from federal and state government:  testing and accountability.
 Everyone would agree that we want our schools to be effective.  We want schools to be 
safe places where children can learn and grow to be responsible adults.  But how do we measure 
the effectiveness of a school?  According to politicians, we do it  with standardized tests.  
According to research, there are multiple measures we should analyze.
 During my 30 years in education, the state assessment has changed from the EQA, to the 
TELLS test, to two different versions of the PSSA and is now about to change again at the high 
school level with Keystone Exams.  Since it takes 13 years for a child to progress through a 
school system, if you do the math you will find that we haven’t given any system long enough to 
know if it has helped.
 Keystone Exams will be a series of ten end-of-course exams taken when the student has 
completed the course.  To graduate, students must pass two of three math exams (Algebra I, 
Algebra II, or Geometry), English literature and English composition, one of two science exams 
(Biology or Chemistry) and one of three social studies exams (Civics and Government, U.S 
History or World History).  In all, students will take ten exams and must pass six.
 The Keystone Exams are part of what the state is calling an effort to improve graduation 
requirements and will apply to students presently in grades 8 and below.  Eighth graders who are 
taking Algebra I this year will be the first to take the Algebra I Keystone at the end of this year.  
Their performance on this exam, although they are still in eighth grade, will count (or not) 
toward fulfilling their graduation requirements.
 In addition to having a significant impact on high school students and their graduation, 
the Keystone Exams are also causing us to make some curriculum changes.  All our courses are 
being aligned to the national common core standards and in the case of science,  we are 
realigning curriculum so that the topics are covered in a timely way to prepare for the exam.
 While standardized tests impact both the school and individual students, another trend we 
are facing is based on accountability at the student/teacher level.  Educators are being asked to 
follow a “medical model” to work with students.  Teachers diagnose the status of a student’s 
learning, prescribe a course of action and follow-up with assessment to adjust “treatment.”   This 
approach is an effective way to help students but requires significantly more training for teachers.  
Our elementary teachers are taking this approach with what is called “balanced literacy.”  
Students are assessed and given reading materials at their individual level with the teacher 
constantly monitoring and adjusting.
 I believe that this “medical model” will have a very positive impact on student learning.  
We will have to devote considerable time and money to teacher training and the use of tools to 
help with this process.  While we have talked about teaching to individual strengths and 
weaknesses for decades, we are coming closer to making that a reality.
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